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Abstract
In the data mining field, association rules are discovered having 
domain knowledge specified as a minimum support threshold. The 
accuracy in setting up this threshold directly influences the number 
and the quality of association rules discovered. We propose a 
framework to discover domain knowledge report as coherent 
rules. Coherent rules are discovered based on the properties of 
propositional logic, and no background knowledge to generate 
them. From the coherent rules discovered, association rules can 
be derived objectively and directly without knowing the level of 
minimum support threshold required.
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I. Introduction
The use of association rule mining technique is to describe the 
associations among items in a database. These associations 
represent the domain knowledge en- capsulated in databases. 
Association rule mining is useful to identify domain Knowledge 
hidden in large volume of data efficiently. The discovery of 
association rules is typically based on the   support and confidence 
framework where a minimum support must be supplied to start the 
discovery process [1]. A priori is a representational algorithm based 
on this framework and many other algorithms are a priori-like. 
Nonetheless, having to constrain the discovery of associatetion 
rules with a preset threshold, in turn, requires in-depth domain 
knowledge before the discovery of rules can be automated. The 
use of min sup generally assumes that:

A domain expert   can provide the threshold value • 
accurately.
The   knowledge of interest must   have   occurred frequently • 
at least equal to the threshold.
A single threshold is enough to identify knowl- edge sought • 
by an analyst.

In this paper, we propose a novel framework to address the above 
issues by removing the need for a minimum support threshold. 
Associations are discovered based on logical implications. The 
principle of the approach con- siders   that an association rule 
should only be reported when there is enough logical evidence 
in the data. To do this, we consider both presence and absence 
of items during the mining. By considering this new approach in 
finding data pattern, a solution toward fulfilling domain-driven data 
mining requirements [2] can be made.  The proposed algorithm 
suggests a solution in two areas:
It eliminates the need to use different intelligence models and 
its combinations as suggested in [2] to determine appropriate 
threshold for the mining algorithms. The proposed algorithm 
discovers the natural threshold based on observation of data set. 
Hence,   assuming  that   there   are different intelligence models 
and  a way  of synthe- sizing  it, the  proposed algorithm can  
incorporate it to determine the  target  item(s)  as  an  expression  
of business problem that  one wants to solve.
It provides a logical underpinning to the discovery process of 
patterns. Currently, the illustration of the mapping of constraints 
to the discovery process in this paper is based on support value.

II. Issues Using Minimum Support Threshold
Issues with discovering association rules   reverberate around 
loss of rules and quality of rules discovered. For example, it is 
erroneous to assume that a subset of an incomplete set of rules has 
the strongest rules. Reasoning with incomplete information while 
not knowing it may lead to inappropriate conclusion or decisions. 
This is especially true when the association rules required mix 
between those infrequently and frequently observed rules.

A. Loss of Association Rules Involving Frequently 
Use of a minimum support threshold to identify frequent patterns 
assumes that an ideal minimum support threshold exists for 
frequent patterns, and that a user can identify this threshold 
accurately.  If the scale  in  [5]  is  adopted  for  mining, then  the  
minimum support threshold set  based  on  [6] would be  lower. 
This case shows that one   user’s understanding of an ideal strength 
value may be different from another’s. For data mining, different 
minimum support thresholds would result in inconsistent mining 
results, even when the mining process is performed on the same 
data set. Some  users  will  find  fewer  association rules compared 
to  others   who  use  a  lower  minimum support threshold. For 
the latter, association rules associated with frequent items should 
be discovered but are lost. We consider this situation as a case of 
losing association rules involving frequent items.

B. Loss of Association Rules Involving
Infrequently Observed Items Some infrequent association rules 
are actionable. Typically, a data set contains items that appear 
frequently while other items rarely occur. These items are called 
rare items [7-9]. If a single minimum support threshold is used 
and is set high, those association rules involving rare items 
will not be discovered. Use of a single and lower minimum 
support threshold, on the other hand, would result   in too many 
uninteresting association rules. Another practice is to split the 
data set into two or several blocks according to the frequencies of 
items,   and   mine   each block using a different minimum support 
threshold. This approach does not need a preset minimum support 
threshold but a parameter that determines the actual   discovery 
of frequent item sets [13]. Yun et al. [13] proposed a minimum 
support threshold called  a second support  to segregate item sets  
that  occurred infrequently from  coincidences, and  a minimum 
relative support, which  is the maximum of the proportion of the 
support of an item set against the support of each  item  within 
the  item  set.  

C. Association Rules that are Measured Using Other 
Measures of Interestingness 
A number of researchers have pointed out that association rules 
are not necessarily interesting even though they may have at 
least a minimum support threshold and a minimum confidence 
threshold. Brin et al. [14] show that association rules discovered 
using a support and confidence framework may not be correlated 
in statistics. The use of leverage and   lift is also fundamental in 
designing a new measure of interestingness. 
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Table 1: Truth Table for a Material Implication

III. Generalized Association Rule Mining Framework
We propose a novel association rule mining framework that can   
discover association rules   without the   need   for a minimum 
support threshold. This enables the user, in theory, to discover 
knowledge from any transactional record with- out the background 
knowledge of an application domain usually necessary to establish 
a threshold prior to mining. An implication having a rule where 
the left-hand side is connected to the right-hand side correlates 
two item sets together. This implication exists because  it  is true  
according to  logical  grounds, follows  a specific truth table value,  
and  does not need  to be judged to be  true  by  a  user.  

A. An Implication Each implication, having Met   
Specific  
logical principles, can  be  identified (for  example, one  may  be  
a material implication, while  the  other  may  be an equivalence). 
Each   has   a set   of different truth values.   This   will   be explained 
later.  We highlight here that an implication is formed using two 
propositions p and q. These propositions can be either true or 
false for the implication’s interpretation. For example, “apples 
are observed in a customer market basket” is a true interpretation 
if this has been observed. From these propositions, we have four 
implications

P → q,1. 
P →־q,2. 
 .p → q, and3־
 .q.4 ־→ p־

Each is formed using  standard symbols  “→” and  “⌐” The symbol   
“→”   implies  that   the   relation  is  a   mode   of implication in  
logic,  and  “⌐” denotes a false  proposition. 

Table 2: Truth Table for Equivalence

If “apples are observed in a  customer  market basket,” then 1. 
“bread  is observed in a customer market basket”  p → q.
If “apples are   observed in   a customer  2. 

   market basket,” then “bread is NOT 
  observed in a customer market basket” p → 
   ⌐q. 

C. Mapping Association Rules to Equivalences This 
Section Explains how to Map an Association Rule to 
Equivalence
A complete mapping between the two is realized in three 
progressive steps. Each step depends on the success of a previous 
step.  In the first step, item sets are mapped to propositions in an 
implication. Item sets   can be either observed or not observed in 
an association rule. 

Table 3: Mapping of Association Rules to Equivalences

Each component of an association rule is now mapped to 
propositions. An association rule   consists   of two   item   sets   
X   and   Y. Following the mappings above:

Item sets X and Y are mapped to p and q ¼ T, if and only if • 
X and Y are observed.
X → Y is mapped to implication p→ q, if and only if both • 
X and Y is observed.
X → ר Y   is mapped to implication p → ־q, if and only if X • 
is observed and Y is not observed.
 • p → q, if  and only  if־ X → Y   is  mapped to  implication  ר
X is not observed and  Y  is observed.
 •  q, if and only־ → p־ Y  is mapped to implication ר  → X ר
if both  X and  Y  are not observed.

-      X → Y is true;
-        X → ר Y is false;
X → Y is false; and ר      -
.Y is true ר → X ר     -
1. Mapping Using Multiple Transaction Records Previously, item  
sets  have  been  mapped to propositions p and  q if each item set 
is observed or not observed in a single transaction. 

Table 4: Association Rules and Supports

X => Y   is  mapped to  an implication p -> q, if and only  if
         S(X, Y)>S(X, רY)
         S(X, Y)>S (רX, Y) and
         S(X, Y)>S (ר X, רy)
 X=>רY is  mapped to  an  implication    p -> רq, if and only  if
         S(X, רY)>S(X, רY)
      S(X, רY)>S (רX, Y) and
         S(X, רY)>S (ר X, רy) 
p ->q, if and only  ifר X=>Y is  mapped to  an  implicationר  
         S (רX, Y)> S(X, Y)
         S (רX, Y)>S(X, רY) and
         S (רX, Y)>S (ר X, רy)
q, if and only  ifר<- pר Y is  mapped to  an  implicationר<=Xר
         S (רX, רY)> S(X, Y)
         S (רX, רY)>S(X, רY) and
         S (רX, רY)>S (ר X, Y)
Fig. 1, A generalized framework of association rules that based 
on pseudo implications. are fundamental differences. Pseudo 
implication is judged true or false based on a comparison of 
supports, which has a range of integer values. 

IV. Coherent Rules Mining Framework
The pseudo implications of equivalences can be further defined 
into a concept called coherent rules (see fig. 1). Two pseudo 
implications of equivalences always exist as a pair because 
they are created based on the same conditions as shown in (2). 
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Since they share the same conditions, two pseudo implications 
of equivalences:
X > Y      and     רX =>רY   

Table 5: Artificial Transaction Records

Table 6:

V. Finding Coherent Rules in Transaction Records
Each pseudo implication of equivalence is an association rule, 
which can be further mapped to a logical equivalence. To explain 
this more formally, we adopt the following notation. Assume that I 
¼ fi1 ; i2 ; ... ; in g, a set of items.  Let T be a table   of transaction 
records (relational table)   such   thatT ¼ ft1; t2 ; ... ; tm g.  A  
task-relevant  transaction  record  ti holds  a subset  of items such 
that ti    I. Assume that we can predetermine the  total  number of 
items  contained in  two independent supersets A ¼ fa1 ; ... ; au g 
and C ¼ fc1 ; ... ; cv g such  that  A     I; C     I and  A \ C ¼ .

Table 6, Contingency Table for Antecedent X and Consequence Y 
fig. 2. A simple search for coherent rules algorithm (ChSearch).
Customers have various reasons to buy different items together. 
Using mapping to logical equivalences, we can discover coherent 
rules and its association rules without the need to survey on 
customers. As a result, we know   that   some items are associated 
together based on logical grounds. Instead, the support of fi2 g[ 
:fi7 g is  the  highest. Equation  (7)  cannot   be  mapped to  logical  
equivalences  since Q1 > Q2, Q1 > Q3, Q4 > Q2, and  Q4 > Q3, 
where:In this particular example, we have  chosen  i7  as a target 

item. In real-life situations and business  problems, the target 
item can either be determined by the user or by using a DDM 
intelligence model (if available). 

Table 7: Contingency Table for Antecedent X and Consequence 
Y

Table 8: Total Frequency of Class Attributes

Given a set of transaction records that does not indicate item 
absence, a priori cannot identify negative association rules. See 
a further discussion on this in Section VI.

VI. Experiments

A. Settings
we use the Zoo data  set [13] to perform a series of experiments 
before test it on transaction records for Market Basket Analysis. 
The Zoo data set has seven classes of animals. It has a spectrum of 
frequency of occurrences in the transaction records. We show the 
frequencies of each class in Table 8. If the frequency of occurrence 
is below 5 percent, we consider the   class   of animal   to be rare. 
Otherwise, the class   is identified as frequent (that is, incurring 
at least 5 percent of support values).

B. Quality of Coherent Rules
The minimum support threshold is set at 5 percent [13-15].1. 
The minimum confidence threshold is set at 50 percent 2. 
[1,14].
Infrequent association rules that contain less observed • 
classes 
Frequent association rules that have frequently observed • 
classes.

1. Total Number of Rules Discovered
The algorithm ChSearch discovers all 265 coherent rules for 
mammal. In comparison, the algorithm a priori finds 20,853 
association rules (based on a priori implementation release 4.27 
by [12]) without the constraints mentioned in Section 6.2. Out 
of these, 20,588 or 98.7 percent of the association rules can be 
argued redundant according to logic.

2. Infrequent Rules
Rules  involve  classes  reptile and  amphibian especially cases of  
reptile (1)  and   amphibian (1)  are   considered  infrequent rules.  
Theoretically, a priori could not find association rules involving 
them.  Two coherent rules are found by our algorithm:
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Table 9:

Table 10: Contingency Table  for Breathes (B) and Mammal 
(M)

Reported because   it is contradicted by other   associations rules 
with similar attribute such as

Domesticð0Þ) mam: ð1Þ, [S ¼ 80:5%, C ¼ 37:5%],1. 
Domesticð0Þ) mam:ð0Þ, [S ¼ 54:5%, C ¼ 62:5%].2. 

The   above   two   association rules have   support values higher than 
7.9 percent. That is, if “not domestic” (domestic (0)) is associated 
with   mammal, then it cannot be associated with “not mammal” 
logically. Hence, these rules are not reported by ChSearch as 
implicational association rules. In fact, a detail  analysis on Zoo 
data  set reveals  that  there are 41 sets of mammal (such  as buffalo, 
bear, and  elephant) but  only eight of them  are  domestic animals. 
Many  more In the  next  section, we  highlight that our approach 
can discover rules  containing infrequent items  that  may  not be 
discovered based  on support and  confidence framework.

3. Frequent Rules
We repeat the   experiment on the   most   observed class mammal. 
We list and compare the shortest rules found by ChSearch and 
a priori algorithms in Table of these seven shortest association 
rules. 

VII. Conclusions 
We used mapping to logical equivalences according to propositional 
logic to discover all interesting association rules without loss. 
These association rules include item sets that are frequently and 
infrequently observed in a set of transaction records. In addition 
to a complete set of rules being   considered, these   association 
rules can also be reasoned as logical implications because they 
inherit propositional logic properties. Having considered infre- 
quent items, as well as being implicational, these newly discovered 
association rules are distinguished from typical association rules.  
These new association rules reduce the risks associated with using 
an incomplete set of association rules for decision making, as 
following:

Fig. 1: Search Time on an Increase Complexity on Dense and 
Sparse Data Sets

Stronger association between item A and  the absence of item  B. 
Using  prior  association rules  that  do  not consider this situation 
could  lead a user to erroneous conclusions about  the relationships 
among items in a data  set. Again, identifying the strongest rule 
among the same items will promote information correctness and 
appropriate decision making.The risks associated with incomplete 
rules are reduced fundamentally because our association rules are 
created without the user having to identify a minimum support 
threshold. Among the large number of association rules, only 
those that can be mapped to logical equivalences according to 
propositional logic are considered interesting and repo
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